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ACT SUMMARY 

 Increases from five to ten years the maturity period of political subdivision bonds 

and obligations that are eligible for investment of a subdivision's interim moneys, 

county's inactive moneys, and money in the county public library fund. 

CONTENT AND OPERATION 

Investment in political subdivision bonds and obligations 

The act increases from five to ten years the maturity period of political 

subdivision bonds and obligations that are eligible for investment of a subdivision's 

interim moneys, a county's inactive moneys, and money in the county public library 

fund. Under continuing law, subdivisions1 invest their interim moneys2 and counties 

                                                 

 This version updates the effective date. 

1 "Subdivisions" include municipal corporations, school districts, educational service centers, county 

school financing districts, townships, municipal or school district sinking funds, special taxing or 

assessment districts, or other districts or local authorities electing or appointing a treasurer, except a 

county. R.C. 135.01(L), not in the act. 

2 The Uniform Depository Act classifies deposits as "active," "inactive," or "interim."  "Active" deposits are 

those "necessary to meet current demands on the treasury." "Inactive" deposits include funds that are 
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invest their inactive moneys3 and money in the public library fund in accordance with 

the Uniform Depository Act, which generally requires them to invest only in 

investments that mature not later than five years after the date of settlement.4 The act 

extends this to ten years for investments in bonds or obligations of political 

subdivisions.5 Under continuing law, an investment generally may mature beyond five 

years, or ten years in the case of political subdivision debts and obligations as provided 

by the act, if the investment is matched to a specific obligation or debt of the 

subdivision or county.6 
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invested for a specific period of designation. "Interim" deposits are funds that will not be needed 

immediately, but before the end of the period designated for inactive deposits. R.C. 135.01, not in the act. 

3 "Inactive moneys," for counties, means all public moneys in public depositories exceeding the amount 

determined necessary to meet current demands on the county treasury. R.C. 135.31(A) and (B), not in the 

act. 

4 R.C. 135.14(D) and 135.35(C). 

5 R.C. 135.14(B)(4) and (D) and 135.35(A)(4) and (C). 

6 R.C. 135.14(D) and 135.35(C). 


